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A Distributed Robotic Vision Service
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Abstract— Robotic vision is limited by line of sight and onboard camera capabilities. Robots can acquire video or images
from remote cameras, but processing additional data has a computational burden. This paper applies the Distributed Robotic
Vision Service, DRVS, to robot path planning using data outside
line-of-sight of the robot. DRVS implements a distributed visual
object detection service to distributes the computation to remote
camera nodes with processing capabilities. Robots request taskspecific object detection from DRVS by specifying a geographic
region of interest and object type. The remote camera nodes
perform the visual processing and send the high-level object
information to the robot. Additionally, DRVS relieves robots of
sensor discovery by dynamically distributing object detection
requests to remote camera nodes. Tested over two different
indoor path planning tasks DRVS showed dramatic reduction
in mobile robot compute load and wireless network utilization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Vision is a key sense for robots and overcoming the
current limits imposed on robotic vision by line of sight and
onboard computing power will increase robotic autonomy
and capability. Robots can use networked cameras as vision
sources, but have to first download and then process data.
Mobile robots often have limited wireless bandwidth and
computation available, and realtime requirements for sensing
and planning limit their capacity to acquire and use raw
visual data. Camera nodes which integrate camera sensors,
processing power, and network connectivity are increasingly
common and can provide robots with both visual data and remote processing capacity. Robots can also provide distributed
vision services if they have sufficient spare capacity. The distributed robotic vision service, DRVS, provides robots with
a service to use networked camera nodes and other robots as
distributed vision sources without prohibitive computational
loads on the robot, and with low network traffic.
Robot tasks drive their information requirements, including robotic vision. Middleware systems like the Robotic Operating System (ROS) [1] facilitate the connection of robotic
system components to share data between robots and sensors.
Image and video data from camera nodes can be distributed
to robots easily, but control of visual processing remains
with the sensor node. Rather than receiving data which fulfils
its information requirements the robot must accept the data
made available to it and reprocess it onboard, leaving the
robot with less computing power for other functions.
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Fig. 1. A Turtlebot following a path around obstacles using information
from the distributed robotic vision service, DRVS.

DRVS implements distributed visual object detection as
a network service. Robots send object detection requests
to DRVS specifying their object detection requirements and
their geographic region of interest. DRVS then distributes the
object detection requests to remote camera nodes for visual
processing. The camera nodes send the high-level processed
information on to the robots. Computation is distributed to
the camera nodes and network traffic is reduced, making
distributed vision practical for large numbers of robots with
limited computation. The DRVS architecture and processes
are detailed in Section III.
The contribution of this paper is the application of DRVS
to path planning for a single robot. The experiments demonstrate that DRVS
1) facilitates robot path planning with visual object detection from off-board camera nodes (section IV-A).
2) enables path planning using beyond line-of-sight data
(section IV-B).
3) distributes the computational load from robots to camera nodes (section IV-C).
4) reduces network bandwidth (sections IV-D).
DRVS is implemented using ROS services for simple integration with existing ROS-compatible robotic systems, with
languages including C++, Python, Java, and LUA through
ROS APIs, and integration with simulation systems such as
MATLAB and VREP. DRVS camera nodes are expected to
run on Unix/Linux or Android operating systems.
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Fig. 2. System overview: DRVS distributes requests from robots to camera nodes with the required field of view, and robots receive processed visual
information from the camera nodes. The robot sends a single request to the DRVS Server rather than having to send a separate request to each camera
node. The robot receives object locations from camera nodes asynchronously.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Distributed vision is a common goal of robotic systems development, but there is presently no widely-accepted robotic
vision middleware or vision service framework equivalent to
general-purpose messaging robotic component middlewares
such as ROS [1], YARP [2], and Orca [3]. Knowledgebase systems such as Rapyuta [4] can share data between
robots and provide connections to knowledge repositories
like RoboEarth [5], but do not provide vision distribution as
a core function. The Continuous Analysis of Many CAMeras
system (CAM2 ) [6] demonstrates a scalable low-latency
general-purpose distributed video processing architecture for
video from distributed cameras, but CAM2 is intended for
human users and does not provide a programmatic interface
for robotic distributed vision.
Wireless communication between mobile robots or with
networked services is vulnerable to channel contention which
introduces latency even at moderate concurrency [7], and
can make communication ineffective [8] or inefficient [9].
Contention can be mitigated by reducing total throughput
and reducing the size of each message, by communicating
more compact higher-level information.
Making sensor data discoverable by robots so that they can
find, reason about, and incorporate data is an area of ongoing
research, but this approach puts responsibility for managing
the sensor system metadata on the robot. The SensorCloud
system [10] provides standardised open specification for
robots to discover sensors and stored data in the robot’s
geographic region of interest but does not allow robots to
request sensors to gather data on demand, as SensorCloud
connects data feeds that are already in operation. DRVS,
introduced in this paper, provides sensor discovery for robots
and allows the robot to actively request specific information
without having to deal with the cameras nodes directly.
Robots can use distributed vision to achieve safer and
more effective behaviour, and for behaviour not possible
with onboard cameras alone, such as combining overhead
views with human behaviour prediction to find safe and
efficient paths through moving crowds of people [11], and

use information from around corners or in separate rooms to
plan paths through offices for minimal disruption [12].
Wireless communication limits the bandwidth available for
distributing vision data to mobile robots. Existing robotic
software frameworks do not deliver visual data on demand,
and leave the robot responsible for discovering remote camera configuration. There is a need for vision services which
allow a robot to gather the information it needs, when it
needs it, and focus computation on the robot’s core tasks.
III. A PPROACH
Robots use DRVS to obtain visual object detection data
from remote camera nodes. DRVS provides a network service for multiple robots to make requirement-specific object
detection requests. Figure 2 provides a high-level view of the
object detection process in DRVS. Robots and camera nodes
integrate with the DRVS service by implementing the ROS
service APIs to handle DRVS requests and responses. The
key features of DRVS are:
1. DRVS communicates object detection requirements
from robots to camera nodes via the DRVS Server. The
camera nodes perform object detection and then send the
detected object locations the robot. Figure 2 shows the highlevel process.
2. Robots send object detection requests to the DRVS
Server, with each object detection request specifying a geographic region of interest and an object type, and the network
address of the robot’s object detection response listener.
3. The DRVS Server distributes object detection requests
from robots to camera nodes which have fields of view
overlapping the robot’s geographic region of interest. DRVS
uses camera nodes which combine a camera sensor with
processing and networking capabilities. The camera nodes
capture and process visual information when they receive
object detection requests from the DRVS Server, using the
object detection type specified in the request (Figure 3).
Camera nodes send DRVS response messages containing the
locations of detected objects to the robot. The robot only
receives the high-level object detection information from
DRVS.
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Fig. 3. The interaction of the DRVS Server and robot with the camera
node through the DRVS API service implementations.

4. Robots drive the DRVS process. Camera nodes only
perform visual processing in response to DRVS requests
from robots, and the type of object detection is specified
in the robot’s DRVS request.
5. DRVS manages sensor discovery for robots. Robots
only send object detection requests to the DRVS Server
network address, and do not send messages directly to the
camera nodes (see Figure 3). Camera nodes are registered
with the DRVS Server, and the DRVS Server determines
which camera nodes in its registry should handle each
request. Changes to the available set of camera nodes are
transparent to the robot.
6. Any networked computing device with a camera sensor
and can support ROS service implementations can act as
a camera node, including camera sensor network nodes
and motes, smart cameras, networked surveillance systems,
laptops and desktops with webcams, and robots with onboard
cameras.

Fig. 4. The experimental area floorplan; the camera nodes are shown as
black rectangles with arrows indicating axes of view, and desks are shown
in grey.

DRVS provides a simple ROS service API for robot and
camera node integration. DRVS services are asynchronous
and support multiple robots and camera nodes concurrently.
Robots can use DRVS services by implementing the DetectObjectBoundary interface to make requests to the DRVS
Server (see Listing 1), as well as implementing the CallbackCoordinates interface to receive the locations of detected
objects from camera nodes. Camera nodes and robots provide
distributed vision services by implementing the DetectObjectBoundary interface to accept DRVS requests, and the
CallbackCoordinates interface to send object detection data
back to robots. The RegisterVisionService interface of the
DRVS Server is used to maintain the registry of camera
nodes and their fields of view.
IV. E XPERIMENTS

A. Communication
Robots communicate their object detection requirements to
the DRVS Server, which forwards them to a geographically
relevant subset of the camera nodes in a one-to-many process. A publish-subscribe mechanism would waste network
and camera node resources by sending notifications to all
camera nodes irrespective of the geographic region of interest
in the object detection request. The normal client-server
mechanism only allows one-to-one communication. DRVS
allows a each robot to send its requirements to an unknown
number of camera nodes via the DRVS Server, with variable
network and processing latencies for each response, by using
separate client-server requests for each step of the process
shown in Figure 2.
Camera nodes receive DRVS requests through a daemon
process which waits for communication from the DRVS
Server (Figure 3). The camera node parses the object type
and robot callback address from the DRVS request, starts
the visual information capture and processing, and finally
sends the object detection data to the robot callback address.
The robot’s perception component parses incoming DRVS
responses from camera nodes and updates program state to
notify the robot controller of the objects detected.

The two experiments conducted for this research demonstrate a mobile robot using DRVS to detect objects for
path planning in an indoor environment. Experiments were
performed in an office environment with a large central
room and a connecting hallway (Figure 4). The office floor
plan was assumed to be known for path planning, and the
experiments focused on detecting temporary objects that
could not be located on existing maps of the layout.
A desktop PC and two laptops were connected to webcams
for use as camera nodes. Each was placed at a desk in
the office to simulate camera nodes that might be available
to robots operating in a typical office environment. The
cameras were configured for 640×480 pixel resolution at

drvs::DetectObjects::Request req;
req.filterDef="hsv_014110130035225200";
req.roi_x_lower=-50; req.roi_y_lower=0;
req.roi_x_upper=750; req.roi_y_upper=900;
ros::service::call("/DRVSSrv/detectObjects",
req, res)
Listing 1. Example code for the robot controller sending a request to the
DRVS Server API for object detection with a yellow HSV colour model.
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Algorithm 1 Robot obstacle detection with DRVS
1: procedure ROBOT P ERCEPTION
2:
call DRVS (self ColourM odel)
. robot
3:
call DRVS (obstacleColourM odel)
. obstacles
4: end procedure
5: procedure ROBOT DRVS CALLBACK
6:
repeat
7:
if model = self ColourM odel then
8:
currentposition ← location
9:
else if model = obstacleColourM odel then
10:
obstacle ← location
11:
end if
12:
if obstacle map changed then
13:
re-plan path
14:
end if
15:
until timeout
16: end procedure

Fig. 6.

Path planned using object location data from DRVS.

20 frames per second. Homographies were established for
each camera node relative to the global DRVS coordinate
system centred in the office environment, and the fields
of view of each camera node were registered with the
DRVS Server. The DRVS Server instance was run on a
laptop, and the devices were connected with a local, secured
WiFi network to provide dedicated bandwidth for testing
bandwidth consumption. A Turtlebot [13] was used for the
experimental mobile robot. The Turtlebot onboard sensors
were not used for path planning, to demonstrate DRVS as
the sole source of visual information, and full distribution of
visual processing to the camera nodes. In these experiments
the fields of view of the camera nodes were non-overlapping.
Object detection was simplified to detecting objects with
colour segmentation. The robot specified the class of object
as a colour model which the camera nodes parsed into the
minimum and maximum hue, saturation, and value (HSV)
thresholds for colour segmentation. The bounding boxes
of the detected blobs were transformed into DRVS global
coordinates using the homography of the detecting camera.

the hallway entrance that were not on the office floor plan.
Figure 5 shows the paths planned without data from DRVS,
and Figure 6 shows the path planned after incorporating the
object detection data from DRVS.
The paths in Figure 5 were planned using the A* algorithm
[14] based on the floorplan, a known starting pose, and
a known goal. The robot followed the path in open-loop
control until the collision indicated by circle ‘A’ in Figure 5.
The obstacle was added to the map manually, simulating an
update from the robot’s collision sensors. The path was then
re-planned from the updated map; this process was repeated
for the second obstacle and collision at ’B’, and established
the final path into the hallway.
The robot perception process run on the Turtlebot eeePC
implemented the DRVS robot API. For this experiment the
object detections were specified as object colour models, and
the perception and planning process followed Algorithm 1.
The DRVS object detections received by the robot were combined with the stored office floor plan in an offline planning
process to create an occupancy grid map. Conflicting object
detections from multiple cameras were resolved by the robot
planner with a simple pessimistic model; any object detection
was taken to indicate the presence of an obstacle, and the sum
of the detected object boundaries were marked as occupied.
Path planning was conducted using the A* algorithm, and the
Turtlebot traversed the planned route around the obstacles
under open-loop control (Figure 6).
This experiment demonstrated that the
• robot uses DRVS services to obtain the high-level
information object boundary information it needs for
mapping and planning without visual processing.
• robot’s request determines the visual processing performed by the camera nodes.
• DRVS process is robust with respect to latency from the
network and camera nodes because the robot determines
both the object location and object type from each
DRVS response separately.
• robot does not have to perform sensor discovery or be
configured with information about available sensors.

A. Object Detection and Path Planning

B. Locating a Navigation Target

This experiment investigated navigating from the office
area to the far end of the hallway, with obstacles present in

This experiment demonstrated the robot controlling the
type of object detection carried out by the camera nodes

Fig. 5. Paths planned from the floor plan data. Re-planning was required
at points A and B due to obstacles not marked on the floor plan.
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Fig. 7. The robot’s path to the charging station at (A) planned using visual
markers detected through DRVS, and the robot’s planned path to potential
charging station location at (B). The coloured circles indicate visual markers.
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Fig. 9. Computational load on the Turtlebot eeePC with object detection
(red) vs. DRVS object detection data handling (blue).

green object locations to find two possible charging station
locations at points A and B on Figure 8 and planned a path to
check them in distance order using sequential A* planning.
Figure 8 shows the path followed to the charging station at
point A, and the planned path to the second possible location
at point B.
C. Computational Load

Fig. 8. Turtlebot and visual markers. The green and yellow markers in
close proximity on the left of the picture mark a potential charging station
location. The widely-spaced markers on the right are distractors.

by requesting different object types. It also demonstrated
DRVS selectively sending requests to geographically relevant
camera nodes. An example scenario was locating the robot’s
charging station in the office environment. The charging
station was placed between two coloured visual markers one green and the other yellow - and visual markers of the
same colours were placed elsewhere in the environment to
simulate distractors as shown in Figure 8.
The robot perception component was set up to locate the
charging station by finding green and yellow markers in close
proximity. The robot first made an object detection request
for green objects over the entire floor area. Cameras 2 and 3
located green markers and sent object detection responses
to the robot, which then sent requests to detect yellow
objects in regions of interest 1 metre square from each green
object location. The DRVS Server forwarded these requests
to camera 2 or camera 3, depending on which camera had the
region in its field of view; none of the requests were sent
to camera 1. The robot matched the detected yellow and

The computational load on the Turtlebot eeePC performing
the object detection process is shown in Figure 9. To avoid
contention with robot controller processes, and to avoid
variation of the rate of requests, these measurements were
driven by a fixed loop of 1500 DRVS object detection
requests issued at 30Hz with the robot idle.
The relatively simple colour model-based object detection
used in these experiments can consume a significant fraction
of the limited computational resources available on mobile
platforms. More sophisticated object detection algorithms
can be expected to require more processing power and are
unlikely to scale to analyse visual data from many sources
on mobile robots.
D. Network Traffic
It is common for publishers/subscribers to be configured
to distribute vision data streams video from a camera to a
robot. The DRVS object detection requests and responses are
sent as individual messages and have much lower bandwidth
than video streams. Figure 10 shows the network traffic for
the case of two cameras simultaneously streaming video in
the ROS raw format, compared to DRVS messages alone.
DRVS reduced the peak bandwidth from 1MBps to 10kBps,
and the gaps in the traffic between DRVS messages allows
other systems to use the same channel with less contention
and subsequent re-transmission [8]. Compression can reduce
the bandwidth of streamed video by more than an order
of magnitude but the traffic remains continuous, without
gaps which can be used for other communications on the
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the line-of-sight limits on robotic vision to plan further
ahead and operate more effectively in cluttered and dynamic
environments. Camera nodes and robots become more common, compounding this advantage. DRVS provides a simple
and flexible interface for robots to access these capabilities
using the widely-implemented ROS framework, simplifying
integration with new and existing robotic systems.
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Fig. 10. Network bandwidth for streaming video (black) and for DRVS
object detection requests and responses (red) in bytes per 0.1s interval on
a logarithmic scale.

same channel. Compression and decompression also have
computational costs for the camera node and the robot.
This reduction in bandwidth is a significant result for
robots with limited computational resources, as it demonstrates that DRVS enables multiview distributed vision with
low computational overhead on the robot.
V. D ISCUSSION
The robot and the camera nodes need a shared definition
of the object type and parameter descriptions. In this experiment only two object description types were used, coded
directly in the robot and the camera nodes. Standardised
representations of object types and detection algorithms[15]
may provide a well-defined but still flexible specification
language. DRVS would use the ontology terms as labels for
the services and algorithms in service requests.
Merging data from multiple views is a computational
burden with any multi-camera system. DRVS reduces this
burden as the high-level data is lower-volume than the raw
data. Further investigation will be carried out to distribute
the data merging to the DRVS service, or to sets of smart
cameras gathering related data.
The global coordinate system assumption may be relaxed
in later versions of DRVS so that camera nodes and robots do
not need to be registered in a single coordinate frame. This
will require a mechanism for communicating and relating
separate frames of reference.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
These results demonstrate the significant computational
and network bandwidth advantages of distributed object
detection with DRVS over the commonly-used approach of
sharing unprocessed vision data streams. The results show
a 90% reduction in computational load with DRVS, and
a factor of 100 reduction in network traffic compared to
sharing raw video streams.
Robots which can use information from multiple views
and around corners without prohibitive computational costs
and without flooding communication channels can overcome
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